>csis<  [open cb]
    [store <01> in pos]
    [if Q1 eq <> goto T998]
    [skip]
    [goto try2]

>T998<  DIAL [fill phon]

Hello, is [fill rnam] in?
    [loc 39/1]

<1> YES INFORMANT IS R
<2> YES R COMES TO PHONE
<3> CALLBACK [goto cb]
<4> CANNOT SCHEDULE CALLBACK [goto t2]

====>

>T002<  Hello, my name is _______ and I am calling from the Ohio State University. I'm contacting your household as part of a study on the recent election. Your household has been randomly selected as one of 900 to participate in this study.

<1> CONTINUE WITH SURVEY
<2> CAN NOT DO SURVEY NOW [goto cb]

====>

>ri3<  Before we begin, I'll let you know that this study is sponsored by the National Science Foundation, and its results will be used to find out where citizens get information about candidates and issues in elections. The survey takes about 28 minutes, depending on your
answers.
All your answers will be kept completely confidential. Your participation is voluntary, and if there are any questions you feel you can't answer, please let me know.

INTERVIEWER: IF PERSON SAYS TOO LONG SAY WE CAN START IT NOW AND THEN FINISH IT AT A DIFFERENT TIME

<1> GO
<2> CAN NOT DO SURVEY NEW [goto cb]

*************** A. MASS MEDIA ***************

>Q1< I'll begin by asking about various ways you might have kept informed about the elections and other political matters during the recent presidential campaign. Please base your responses on what you did in a normal week during the campaign.[loc 2/8]

During a normal week, did you read one or more [bold]daily[n] newspapers?

<1> yes[goto pap1]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>[goto a7n]

>pap1< What is the name of the daily newspaper you read most often?[allow 30][loc 22/1]

(INTerviewer: YOU HAVE 30 SPACES)

--------------------

====>

>q2< In a normal week during the campaign, did you read any other daily newspaper?[loc 2/10]

<1> yes [goto pap2]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto a3b1]

>pap2< What is the name of the daily newspaper you read
next most often?[allow 30][loc 22/31]

(INTERVIEWER: YOU HAVE 30 SPACES)

===>

>a3b1< In a normal week during the campaign, how many
    days did you read the [fill pap1]?[loc 2/13]

<0> less than 1 day a week
<1> day
<2-6> days
<7> days/everyday

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>a4a< Which presidential candidate do you think the
    [fill pap1] favored during the campaign, or
    didn't it favor any candidate?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> didn't favor any candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)[specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>tpt1< [if q2 ne <1>][goto a7][endif]

>a3b2< In a normal week during the campaign, how many days
    did you read the [fill pap2]?

<0> less than 1 day a week
<1-6> days
<7> days/everyday

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>a4b< Which presidential candidate do you think the
    [fill pap2] favored during the campaign, or
    didn't it favor any candidate?
Bush
Clinton
Perot
didn't favor any candidate

Bush & Clinton
Bush & Perot
Clinton & Perot

other (specify)[specify]

DK
RF

During the election campaign, how much attention did you generally pay to newspaper articles about the presidential campaign? Did you pay:

a lot
some
a little, or
no attention

VOLUNTEERED
didn't read newspaper

DK
RF

In a normal week during the campaign, did you read one or more [bold]weekly[n] newspapers?

yes [goto a7n1]
no

DK
RF

[goto a7a]

What is the name of the [bold]weekly[n] newspaper you read most often? [loc 23/1][allow 30]

(IF THE RESPONDENT READ MORE THAN ONE-ASK WHICH ONE THEY READ MOST.)

(interviewer: YOU HAVE 30 SPACES)

Which presidential candidate do you think the
fill a7n1 favored during the campaign, or didn't it favor any candidate? [loc 2/19]

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> didn't favor any candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)[specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

> a7a< For these next questions, again please base your responses on what you did in a normal week during the presidential campaign. First, I would like to ask about any [bold]national[n] network news shows that you might watch in the evening.

These shows include the NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw, the CBS Evening News with Dan Rather, the ABC World News with Peter Jennings, and CNN - the Cable News Network. In a normal week, did you watch any national network evening news show on TV?

<1> yes [goto a8a1]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

====> [goto a10a]

> a8a1< (IF NECESSARY: Which show did you watch?)

(IF THE RESPONDENT WATCHED MORE THAN ONE - ASK WHICH ONE THEY WATCHED MOST.)

<1> NBC Nightly News
<2> CBS Evening News
<3> ABC World News
<4> CNN
<7> other [goto a8a]

<8> DK [goto a10a]
<9> RF [goto a10a]

====> [goto ST1]

> a8a< What national evening news show was it? [allow 25][loc 23/31]
(INTERVIEWER CAN ENTER UP TO 25 CHARACTERS)
--------------
===>

>ST1<  [if a8a1 is <1>][store <NBC Nightly News> in tv1][else]
[if a8a1 is <2>][store <CBS Evening News> in tv1][else]
[if a8a1 is <3>][store <ABC World News> in tv1][else]
[if a8a1 is <4>][store <CNN> in tv1][else]
[if a8a1 is <7>][store a8a in tv1]
[endif][endif][endif][endif][endif]

>a8a2<  In a normal week during the campaign, how many days[loc 2/22]
did you watch [fill tv1]?

<0> less than 1 day a week
<1> day
<2-6> days
<7> days/everyday

<8> DK
<9> RF
===>

>a9a<  Which presidential candidate do you think [fill tv1] favored during the campaign or didn't it favor any candidate?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> favored no candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)[specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF
===>

>a10a<  As you may know, during the presidential election campaign television time was spent on politics and the election. How much attention did you generally pay to these television items about the presidential campaign? Would you say:

<1> a lot
<2> some
<3> a little, or
<4> no attention

(VOLUNTEERED)
<5> did not watch TV

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>a12c< We are interested in what you generally used to get information about news and current events in a normal week during the presidential campaign. For each item I mention, please tell me whether you paid attention to it regularly, sometimes, rarely or never in a normal week during the presidential campaign.

First, [bold]local TV news[n]. Did you pay attention to it:

<1> regularly [goto a12q]
<2> sometimes [goto a12q]
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

(VOLUNTEERED)
<5> never watch TV or TV news

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto a12d]

>COLUMBUS ONLY (a12c - f+20)

>a12q< Do you watch the early evening local news around dinnertime?

<1> yes [goto a12p]
<2> no

(VOLUNTEERED)
<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto a12s]

>a12p< Which one do you watch most often?

<1> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Doug Adair and Gail Hogan at 5?
<2> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Doug Adair and Colleen Marshall at 6?
<3> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Cabot Rea and Colleen Marshall at 7?
<4> Channel 6 news on WSYX with Bob Hetherington and Charlene Brown at 5:30?
<5> Channel 6 news on WSYX with Tom Lawrence and Deborah Countiss at 6?
<6> Channel 10 news on WBNS with Andrea Cambern and Dave Kaylor at 5?
<7> Channel 10 news on WBNS with Bob Orr and Andrea Cambern at 6?

(VOLUNTEERED)
<8> DK [goto a12s]
<9> RF [goto a12s]

/fa12/< Which presidential candidate do you think that local news show favored during the campaign or didn't it favor any candidate?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> favored no candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)[specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

/a12r/< Do you watch any other?

<1> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Doug Adair and Gail Hogan at 5?
<2> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Doug Adair and Colleen Marshall at 6?
<3> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Cabot Rea and Colleen Marshall at 7?
<4> Channel 6 news on WSYX with Bob Hetherington and Charlene Brown at 5:30?
<5> Channel 6 news on WSYX with Tom Lawrence and Deborah Countiss at 6?
<6> Channel 10 news on WBNS with Andrea Cambern and Dave Kaylor at 5?
<7> Channel 10 news on WBNS with Bob Orr and Andrea Cambern at 6?

<0> NONE [goto a12s] (VOLUNTEERED)
<8> DK [goto a12s]
<9> RF [goto a12s]

/f2ra/< Which presidential candidate do you think
that local news show favored during the campaign
or didn't it favor any candidate?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> favored no candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)[specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>a12s< And do you watch the local news at 11:00?

<1> yes [goto a12t]
<2> no [goto a12d]

(VOLUNTEERED)
<8> DK [goto a12d]
<9> RF [goto a12d]

====>

>a12t< Which one do you watch most often?

<1> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Doug Adair and Colleen
Marshall?
<2> Channel 6 news on WSYX with Tom Lawrence and Deborah
Countiss?
<3> Channel 10 news on WBNS with Bob Orr and Andrea
Cambern?

(VOLUNTEERED)
<8> DK [goto a12d]
<9> RF [goto a12d]

====>

>fa1t< Which presidential candidate do you think
that local news show favored during the campaign
or didn't it favor any candidate?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> favored no candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>a12u< Do you watch any others?

<1> Channel 4 news on WCMH with Doug Adair and Colleen Marshall?
<2> Channel 6 news on WSYX with Tom Lawrence and Deborah Countiss?
<3> Channel 10 news on WBNS with Bob Orr and Andrea Camburn?

<0> NONE [goto a12d]

(VOLUNTEERED)
<8> DK [goto a12d]
<9> RF [goto a12d]

===>

>ft2u< Which presidential candidate do you think that local news show favored during the campaign or didn't it favor any candidate?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> favored no candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>a12d< Next, [bold]radio news[n]. In a normal week during the campaign, did you pay attention to it:

<1> regularly
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never
(VOLUNTEERED)
<5> never listen to the radio or radio news

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

> a12a< [bold]Talk shows on TV or radio[n]. In a normal week during the presidential campaign, did you pay attention to them:

<1> regularly [goto a12x]
<2> sometimes [goto a12x]
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

(VOLUNTEERED)
<5> did not watch/listen to talk shows

<8> DK
<9> RF

COLUMBUS ONLY (a12x - fa2x)

===> [goto a12g]

> a12x< Which talk show did you watch or listen to most often?
[allow 30][loc 24/1]

(INTerviewer CAN enter up to 30 characters)

===>

> a2xa< Which presidential candidate do you think [fill a12x] favored during the campaign or didn't it favor any candidate? [loc 2/39]

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> favored no candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)[specify]
<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

> a12y< Did you watch or listen to any other talk show?

<1> YES[goto nxt2]
<2> NO
<8> DK
<9> RF

====>[goto a12g]

>nxt2< Which one? [allow 30][loc 24/31]

(INTERVIEWER CAN ENTER UP TO 30 CHARACTERS)

---------------

====>

>fa2x< Which presidential candidate do you think that [fill nxt2] favored during the campaign or didn't it favor any candidate? [loc 2/41]

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> favored no candidate

<5> Bush & Clinton
<6> Bush & Perot
<7> Clinton & Perot

<0> other (specify)[specify]
<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>a12g< [bold]TV programs about politics or public[n]
[bold]affairs[n]. (In a normal week during the presidential campaign, did you pay attention to them:)

<1> regularly
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

(VOLUNTEERED)
<5> Did not watch TV/public affairs programs
<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>a12e< [bold]News magazines like U.S. NEWS, TIME, or NEWSWEEK[n]. (In a normal week during the presidential campaign, did you pay attention to them them:)}
>a14a< All together, how many of the three debates among the presidential candidates did you watch or listen to?

<0> none/zero [goto a15a]
<1> one
<2> two
<3> three/all of them

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>a14b< Which one of the [bold]presidential[n] candidates do you feel did the best job in the debates [bold]overall[n]? Would you say:

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton, or
<3> Perot

VOLUNTEERED
<4> Bush and Clinton
<5> Bush and Perot
<6> Clinton and Perot
<7> all three about the same/none

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>a15a< Of the television ads for the presidential candidates that appeared during the campaign, please describe which [bold]one[n], if any, influenced you most in your thinking about the candidates?

<1> answered (specify) [specify] [goto a15c]
<3> none
<5> Perot or Clinton "half-hour program"/
  "informercial" [goto a15p]
<7> don't watch TV/didn't see any adds on TV
Aside from any of the half-hour programs by the candidates, which TV ad, if any, was the next most influential in your thinking about the candidates? (Would you describe this ad, please?)

answered ( specify ) [ specify ]

none

DK

RF

Did this ad make you feel more favorable toward any of the presidential candidates? (IF "YES," ASK: "Which candidate?")

Bush

Clinton

Perot

Bush & Clinton

Bush & Perot

Clinton & Perot

Bush, Clinton, & Perot

other ( specify )

none of them/no

DK

RF

Did this ad make you feel less favorable toward any of the presidential candidates? (IF "YES," ASK: "Which candidate?")

Bush

Clinton

Perot

Bush & Clinton

Bush & Perot

Clinton & Perot

Bush, Clinton, & Perot

other ( specify )

none of them/no

DK
I'd like to ask you about the good and bad points of the major candidates who ran for president. Thinking back to the election campaign, was there anything in particular that you liked most about Bush?

- If yes, answer (specify).
- If no, answer DK.
- If RF, continue.

During the campaign, was there anything in particular that you disliked most about Bush?

- If yes, answer (specify).
- If no, answer DK.
- If RF, continue.

During the campaign, was there anything in particular that you liked most about Clinton?
<1> yes [goto b0c1]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto b0d]

>b0c1< IF NECESSARY: What was the [bold]one thing[n] in particular that you [bold]liked most[n] about Clinton?

(ASK: Was there anything else that you particularly liked about Clinton during the Campaign?)

<1> answered (specify) [specify]
<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>b0d< (During the campaign,) was there anything in particular that you [bold]disliked most[n] about Clinton?

<1> yes [goto b0d1]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto b0y]

>b0d1< IF NECESSARY: What was the [bold]one thing[n] in particular that you [bold]disliked most[n] about Clinton?

(ASK: Was there anything else that you particularly disliked about Clinton during the Campaign?)

<1> answered (specify) [specify]
<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>b0y< During the campaign, was there anything in particular that you [bold]liked most[n] about Perot?

<1> yes [goto b0y1]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto b0z]

>b0y1< IF NECESSARY: What was the [bold]one thing[n] in particular that you [bold]liked most[n] about Perot?
(ASK: Was there anything else that you particularly liked about Perot during the Campaign?)

<1> answered (specify) [specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>b0z<  (During the campaign,) was there anything in particular that you [bold]disliked most[n] about Perot?

<1> yes [goto b0z1]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

===> [goto f1a]

>b0z1<  IF NECESSARY: What was the [bold]one thing[n] in particular that you [bold]disliked most[n] about Perot?

(ASK: Was there anything else that you particularly disliked about Perot during the Campaign?)

<1> answered (specify) [specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

***************  F. CANDIDATE EVALUATION

***************

>f1a<  I'd like to get your feelings toward the major candidates for president by asking you to rate each one on a scale that runs from 0 to 10. [bold]Zero[n] means you feel most [bold]unfavorable[n] toward the candidate, [bold]10[n] means you feel most [bold]favorable[n] toward the candidate, and [bold]5[n] means you feel [bold]neutral[n] toward the candidate. Using any number from 0 to 10, overall how unfavorable or favorable do you feel toward Bush?

<0> most unfavorable
<1-4>
<5> neutral
<6-9>
<10> most favorable

<98> DK
On the same 0 to 10 scale, how unfavorable or favorable do you feel toward Clinton? [bold]Zero[n] is most [bold]unfavorable[n], [bold]10[n] is most [bold]favorable[n], and [bold]5[n] means you feel [bold]neutral[n].

<0> most unfavorable
<1-4> neutral
<6-9> most favorable

<98> DK
<99> RF

Using the same 0 to 10 scale, how unfavorable or favorable do you feel toward Perot? (IF NECESSARY: [bold]Zero[n] is most [bold]unfavorable[n], [bold]10[n] is most [bold]favorable[n], and [bold]5[n] is [bold]neutral[n] toward Perot.)

<0> most unfavorable
<1-4> neutral
<6-9> most favorable

<98> DK
<99> RF

In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick, or they just did not have the time. How about you -- did you vote in the election this November?

<1> yes [goto b2a]
<3> no
<5> no, not old enough to register/vote
<7> no, not registered/not U.S. citizen (specify) [specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

Would you please tell me which candidate you voted for in the presidential election?
Bush
Clinton
Perot [goto TFOR]
other [goto b2b1]
none

DK
RF
====> [goto b2a1]

b2b1< (Which candidate did you vote for?) [allow 10][loc 25/1]

(INTERVIEWER TAKE LAST NAME ONLY: CAN ENTER UP TO 10 CHARACTERS)

====>

b2a1< Did you ever seriously consider voting for[loc 3/8] Perot?

yes
no

DK
RF
====>

TFOR< [if b2a le <7>][store <for> in for][else]
[store <> in for][endif]

ST3< [if b2a is <1>][store <Bush> in pres][else]
[if b2a is <3>][store <Clinton> in pres][else]
[if b2a is <5>][store <Perot> in pres][else]
[store b2b1 in pres][endif][endif][endif]

b2c< When did you make your decision to vote [fill for]
[fill pres]? Did you decide sometime:

in the week before the election
earlier in the fall campaign,
during the summer, or
before the summer

DK
RF
====>

ST4< [if b2a is <1>]
[store <Clinton> in pre2][store <Perot> in pre3][else]
[if b2a is <3>]
[store <Bush> in pre2][store <Perot> in pre3][else]
[if b2a is <5>]
[store <Bush> in pre2][store <Clinton> in pre3][else]
[if b2a is <7>]
[store <Bush> in pre2][store <Clinton> in pre3]
[store <Perot> in pre4][endif][endif][endif][endif]

>b3a< [if dist eq <15> goto b3a1]
[if dist eq <12> goto b3a2]
[goto b7a]

**COLUMBUS VERSION (b3a1 - b3a2). NATIONAL USES PARTY ONLY**

>b3a1< How about the election for Congress--that is, for the House of Representatives in Washington. Did you vote for the Democratic candidate Richard Cordray, the Republican Deborah Pryce, or the Independent Linda Reidelbach?

<1> Democratic, Richard Cordray
<2> Republican, Deborah Pryce
<3> Independent, Linda Reidelbach

(VOLUNTEERED)
<4> did not vote
<5> don't remember
<6> other

<8> DK
<9> RF

====> [goto b7a]

>b3a2< How about the election for Congress--that is, for the House of Representatives in Washington. Did you vote for the Democratic candidate Bob Pitrackis, or the Republican John Kasich?

<1> Democratic, Bob Pitrackis
<2> Republican, John Kasich

(VOLUNTEERED)
<3> did not vote
<4> don't remember
<5> other

<8> DK
<9> RF

====> [goto b7a]

>b4a< In the presidential election, which one of the candidates did you prefer?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot [goto b7a]
<4> other

<5> Bush and Clinton
<6> Bush and Perot [goto b7a]
Clinton and Perot [goto b7a]

none [goto b7a]

DK
RF

Did you ever seriously consider Perot as your preferred candidate?

yes
no

DK
RF

Not everyone had a chance to vote in 1988 when George Bush ran on the Republican ticket against Michael Dukakis for the Democrats. Do you remember which candidate you voted for in that election, or didn't you vote? (IF R SAYS "YES", ASK: "And who was that?")

Bush
Dukakis
didn't or couldn't vote
don't remember/no
other

DK
RF

C. GENERAL ATTITUDE

Now I have some general questions about public affairs and election campaigns.

Some people don't pay much attention to political campaigns. During this recent election, were you very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in the political campaigns.

very much interested
somewhat interested
not much interested

DK
RF
Many people lean toward a particular political party for a long time, although they may occasionally vote for a different party. Do you generally lean toward a particular party?

(IF NECESSARY, ASK: Which one? BUT DON'T READ OPTIONS)

<1> the Democrats, or
<2> the Republicans
<3> Independent  [goto c2a1]
<4> other party [goto c3a]
<5> no/don't lean/vote for candidate/not party [goto c2a1]

<8> DK  [goto c2a1]
<9> RF  [goto c3a]  
===> [goto tdem]

If you had to choose, do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican or the Democratic party?

<1> the Republican party
<5> the Democratic party

(VOLUNTEERED)
<7> neither/vote for candidate, not party

<8> DK
<9> RF
===> [goto c3a]

[tdem< [if c2a eq <1>][store <Democratic> in PRTY][else]
[if c2a eq <2>][store <Republican> in PRTY][endif][endif]

Taken altogether, how strongly or weakly do you lean toward the [fill PRTY] party? Would you say:

<1> very strongly
<2> fairly strongly
<3> moderately
<4> fairly weakly, or
<5> very weakly

<8> DK
<9> RF
===>

When you were growing up, did your father think of himself as a Democrat, a Republican, an Independent, or something else?

<1> Democrat
Republican
Independent
something else

(VOLUNTEERED)
no party/did not think in those terms/never voted
father not a US citizen, lived in a foreign country
no father or stepfather or did not know him

DK
RF

> c3b< When you were growing up, did your mother think of herself as a Democrat, a Republican, an Independent, or something else?

Democrat
Republican
Independent
something else

(VOLUNTEERED)
no party/did not think in those terms/never voted
mother not a US citizen, lived in a foreign country
no mother or stepmother or did not know her

DK
RF

> c4aa< Next, I am going to mention various types of groups and organizations. Regardless of whether or not you are a member of each group, please tell me whether you feel that [bold]overall[n] the group [bold]represents or opposes[n] your views. If you don't know whether a type of group generally favors or opposes your views, just let me know.

First, labor unions - overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?

represent
oppose

VOLUNTEERED
depends/neither/neutral
DK
RF

> c4ab< The Catholic Church - overall, do you feel it represents or opposes your views?
Senior citizen groups - overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?

Women's rights groups (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

Business associations (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

Farmers' associations (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

<1> represents
<5> opposes

VOLUNTEERED
<7> depends/neither/nuetral

<8> DK
<9> RF

Women's rights groups (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

Business associations (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

Farmers' associations (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

<1> represent
<5> oppose

VOLUNTEERED
<7> depends/neither/nuetral

<8> DK
<9> RF

Farmers' associations (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

<1> represent

<5> oppose

VOLUNTEERED
<7> depends/neither/nuetral

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>c4ag< Fundamental Christian groups (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

<1> represent
<5> oppose

VOLUNTEERED
<7> depends/neither/nuetral

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>c4ah< Environmental groups (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

<1> represent
<5> oppose

VOLUNTEERED
<7> depends/neither/nuetral

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>c4ai< The Democratic Party (- overall, do you feel it represents or opposes your views?)

<1> represents
<5> opposes

VOLUNTEERED
<7> depends/neither/nuetral

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>c4aj< The Republican Party (- overall, do you feel it represents or opposes your views?)

<1> represents
<5> opposes
Civil rights groups (- overall, do you feel they represent or oppose your views?)

represent
oppose

Now, for each type of group I mention, please tell me which, if any, of the three presidential candidates you think this type of group favored during the campaign. If you think a type of group favored none of the three major candidates or you don't know, just let me know.

First, labor unions, which candidate did they favor?

none
Bush
Clinton
Perot
Bush & Clinton
Bush & Perot
Perot & Clinton
all three
DK
RF

The Catholic Church, which candidate did it favor?

none
Bush
Clinton
Perot
Bush & Clinton
Bush & Perot
Perot & Clinton
all three
Senior citizen groups. (Which candidate did they favor?)

- None
- Bush
- Clinton
- Perot
- Bush & Clinton
- Bush & Perot
- Perot & Clinton
- All three
- DK
- RF

Women's rights groups. (Which candidate did they favor?)

- None
- Bush
- Clinton
- Perot
- Bush & Clinton
- Bush & Perot
- Perot & Clinton
- All three
- DK
- RF

Business associations. (Which candidate did they favor?)

- None
- Bush
- Clinton
- Perot
- Bush & Clinton
- Bush & Perot
- Perot & Clinton
<7> all three

<8> DK
<9> RF

Farmers' associations. (Which candidate did they favor?)

<0> none

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot

<4> Bush & Clinton
<5> Bush & Perot
<6> Perot & Clinton
<7> all three

<8> DK
<9> RF

Fundamentalist Christian groups. (Which candidate did they favor?)

<0> none

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot

<4> Bush & Clinton
<5> Bush & Perot
<6> Perot & Clinton
<7> all three

<8> DK
<9> RF

Environmental groups. (Which candidate did they favor?)

<0> none

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot

<4> Bush & Clinton
<5> Bush & Perot
<6> Perot & Clinton
<7> all three
<8> DK
<9> RF

>c4ck< Civil rights groups. (Which candidate did they favor?)

<0> none
<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> Bush & Clinton
<5> Bush & Perot
<6> Perot & Clinton
<7> all three
<8> DK
<9> RF

>c5aa< Now I have some general questions I'd like to ask you about democracy and government in the United States. What do you think is the [bold]one[n] most important problem facing this country?

(TAKE ONE RESPONSE ONLY)

<1> answered (specify) [specify]
<5> none/no answer  [goto c13]
<8> DK  [goto c13]
<9> RF  [goto c13]

>c5ab< What do you think is the [bold]one[n] next most important problem?

(TAKE ONE RESPONSE ONLY)

<1> answered [specify]
<5> none/no answer
<8> DK
<9> RF

>c13< Many people use the terms 'liberal' and 'conservative' to recognize different political opinions. I have a scale that runs from 1 to 10,
where 1 is the most liberal position and 10 is the most conservative position.

Using any number between 1 and 10, where do you place yourself on this scale when you think of your own political views?

<1> most liberal
<2-9>
<10> most conservative

(VOLUNTEERED)
<96> don't think along those lines
<97> depends
<98> DK
<99> RF

Next I'm going to read you two opposing positions on various issues in the recent presidential campaign. For each issue, please tell me which position you prefer, or if neither is acceptable to you. First, some people think the federal government should see to it that every person has a job and a good standard of living. Others think that the federal government should just let people get ahead on their own. Do you think: that the federal government should see to it that every person has a job and a good standard of living, should it just let people get ahead on their own, or is neither position acceptable to you?

<1> government should see to it
<3> government should let people get ahead on their own
<5> neither position acceptable
<7> depends, other (VOLUNTEERED)
<8> DK
<9> RF

Some people think blacks and other minorities should be given preference in hiring and promotions because of past discrimination. Others think such preference is wrong because it discriminates against whites.

Do you think: that blacks and other minorities should be given preference in hiring and promotions, is such preference wrong, or is neither position acceptable to you?

<1> blacks & other minorities should be given preference
<3> such preference is wrong
<5> neither position acceptable
(VOLUNTEERED)
<7> depends, other

<8> DK
<9> RF

--->

>c14c< Some people want to limit foreign imports in order to protect American jobs. Others don't want any limits placed on foreign imports in order to hold down consumer prices.

Do you think: that there [bold]should[n] be limits on foreign imports, should there be [bold]no[n] limits placed on foreign imports, or is neither position acceptable to you?

<1> should be limits on foreign imports
<3> no limits should be placed on foreign imports
<5> neither position acceptable

(VOLUNTEERED)
<7> depends, other

<8> DK
<9> RF

--->

>c14h< Some people think the United States should use military force to overthrow Saddam Hussein in Iraq. Others think we should deal with Iraq through economic and diplomatic pressures.

Do you think: that the United States should use military force, should we use economic and diplomatic pressures, or is neither position acceptable to you?

<1> the US should use military force
<3> the US should use economic and diplomatic pressures
<5> neither position acceptable

(VOLUNTEERED)
<7> depends, other

<8> DK
<9> RF

--->

>c14g< To reduce the budget deficit, should we rely more on tax increases, more on spending cuts, or should we rely about equally on each?

<1> tax increases
<3> spending cuts
<5> equally on each

(VOLUNTEERED)
<7> depends, other

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>c15a< Now I'd like your opinion on some general issues. In politics, it is not always possible to have everything one might wish. I am going to read four different goals. If you had to choose among them, which one seems most desirable to you? (and which would be your second choice?)

(READ NUMBER FOR EACH OPTION)

<1> maintain order in the nation
<2> give people more say in the decisions of government
<3> fight rising prices, or
<4> protect freedom of speech

<8> DK [goto z1]
<9> RF [goto z1]

====>

>c15b< What is your second choice of the remaining three? [no erase]

Is it:

(DO NOT READ FIRST CHOICE OPTION; READ NUMBER FOR REMAINING OPTIONS)

<1> maintain order in the nation
<2> give people more say in the decisions of government
<3> fight rising prices, or
<4> protect freedom of speech

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>z1< [reverse]RECORD GENDER OF RESPONDENT[n]
(ASK IF NECESSARY: The computer requires that I ask your gender. Are you:)

<1> male
<5> female

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>
D. ORGANIZATIONS

>diaa< Next, I am going to mention various [bold]types[n] of groups and organizations that people might belong to. For each type, please tell me whether or not you belong to any organization like it.

First, do you belong to a labor union?

<1> yes [goto dia1]
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto daa1]

>dia1< What is the exact name of that union? [allow 30][loc 25/31]

(INTELLYER CAN ENTER UP TO 30 CHARACTERS)

====> [goto dia2]

>dia2< Which local is that? [loc 3/54]

<00000-99997> no. of local
<99998> DK
<99999> RF
====> [goto daa1]

>daa1< Does anyone else in your household belong to a labor union?

<1> yes [goto dia3]
<5> no
<7> ONLY PERSON IN HH IS R
<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto dia4]

>dia3< What is the exact name of that union? [allow 30]
(loc 26/1)

(INTELLYER CAN ENTER UP TO 25 CHARACTERS)

====> [goto dia4]

>dia4< Which local is that? [loc 3/60]
<00000-99997> no. of local

<99998> DK  
<99999> RF  

====> [goto d1ac]

>d1ac< Do you belong to any business or professional associations?

<1> yes  
<5> no  

<8> DK  
<9> RF  

====>

>d1ab< (Do you belong to) any farmers' associations?

<1> yes  
<5> no  

<8> DK  
<9> RF  

====>

>d1ad< (Do you belong to) any women's rights groups?

[loc 4/8]  
<1> yes  
<5> no  

<8> DK  
<9> RF  

====>

>d1ae< (Do you belong to) any church groups or religious organizations?

<1> yes  
<5> no  

<8> DK  
<9> RF  

====>

>d1ag< (Do you belong to) any environmental groups?

<1> yes  
<5> no  

<8> DK  
<9> RF  

====>
> dlah< (Do you belong to) any public interest groups?
  <1> yes
  <5> no
  <8> DK
  <9> RF

> dlai< (Do you belong to) any fraternal organizations, lodges, or sororities?
  <1> yes
  <5> no
  <8> DK
  <9> RF

> dlaj< (Do you belong to) any sports or gun clubs?
  <1> yes
  <5> no
  <8> DK
  <9> RF

> dlak< (Do you belong to) any neighborhood associations?
  <1> yes
  <5> no
  <8> DK
  <9> RF

> dlam< (Do you belong to) any veterans' organizations?
  <1> yes
  <5> no
  <8> DK
  <9> RF

> dlan< (Do you belong to) any civic groups, like a parent-teacher organization or Board of Education?
  <1> yes
  <5> no
  <8> DK
  <9> RF
>dlaa< (Do you belong to) any ethnic, racial or nationality associations?

<1> yes
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

>dlap< (Do you belong to) any type of support group?

<1> yes
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

>dlba< Do you belong to any other type of organization I have not mentioned?

<1> yes
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

>CNT0< [store <0> in ORGZ]
>ONE< [allow 1][store <1> in ONE]

>tout< [if dlaa is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if dlac is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if diab is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if diad is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if diae is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if diag is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if diah is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if dial is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if dija is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if dijb is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if diik is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if dim is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if din is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if dio is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if diap is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]
[if dlba is <1>][add ONE to ORGZ][endif]

>BCNT< [if ORGZ is <0>][goto d10]
[else]
[if ORGZ eq <1>]
[store <type> in TYPE]
>torg< [if dlaa eq <1>][store <labor union> in TP01][endif]
 [if diac eq <1>][store <business or professional> in
 TP02][endif]
 [if diab eq <1>][store <farmers'> in TP03][endif]
 [if diad eq <1>][store <women's rights> in TP04][endif]
 [if dlae eq <1>][store <church or religious groups> in
 TP05][endif]
 [if diag eq <1>][store <environmental> in TP06][endif]
 [if diah eq <1>][store <public interest> in TP07][endif]
 [if diai eq <1>][store <lodges or fraternal> in
 TP08][endif]
 [if diaj eq <1>][store <sports or gun> in TP09][endif]
 [if diak eq <1>][store <neighborhood> in TP10][endif]
 [if diam eq <1>][store <veterans'> in TP12][endif]
 [if dian eq <1>][store <civic> in TP13][endif]
 [if diao eq <1>][store <ethnic, racial, or nationality>
in TP14][endif]
 [if diap eq <1>][store <some type of support group> in
 TP11][endif]
 [if dba eq <1>][store <and, some other> in TP15][endif]

>d1ca< We have been talking about [bold]general types[n] of
groups and organizations, rather than any one specific
group or organization. You said that you belong to the
following [bold][fill TYPE][n] of [fill OGAN]:

[fill TP01:1]   [fill TP09:1]
[fill TP02:1]   [fill TP10:1]
[fill TP03:1]   [fill TP12:1]
[fill TP04:1]   [fill TP13:1]
[fill TP05:1]   [fill TP14:1]
[fill TP06:1]   [fill TP11:1]
[fill TP07:1]   [fill TP15:1]
[fill TP08:1]

Among [fill THIS] general [fill TYPE] of [fill OGAN],
please tell me the name of the one specific group or
organization that is most important to you.

<1> answered [goto ogn1]
<5> none
<8> DK
<9> RF
===>   [goto ttd2]

>d1cb< What is the name of the one specific group or
organization that is [bold]next most[n] important to you?

(TAKE ONLY ONE RESPONSE; IF NECESSARY, READ FULL LIST AGAIN:

[fill TP01:1]  [fill TP09:1]
[fill TP02:1]  [fill TP10:1]
[fill TP03:1]  [fill TP12:1]
[fill TP04:1]  [fill TP13:1]
[fill TP05:1]  [fill TP14:1]
[fill TP06:1]  [fill TP11:1]
[fill TP07:1]  [fill TP15:1]
[fill TP08:1]

<1> answered [goto ogn2]
<5> none
<8> DK
<9> RF

===> [goto ttd1]

>d1cc< And, is there any other specific group or organization that is particularly important to you?

(TAKE ONLY ONE RESPONSE; IF NECESSARY, READ LIST BELOW:

[fill TP01:1]  [fill TP09:1]
[fill TP02:1]  [fill TP10:1]
[fill TP03:1]  [fill TP12:1]
[fill TP04:1]  [fill TP13:1]
[fill TP05:1]  [fill TP14:1]
[fill TP06:1]  [fill TP11:1]
[fill TP07:1]  [fill TP15:1]
[fill TP08:1]

<1> answered [goto ogn3]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

===> [goto ttd1]

>ogn1< (TAKE ONLY ONE RESPONSE; IF NECESSARY:
What is the specific name of this organization?[allow 40][loc 27/1]

IF NECESSARY: We are looking for the name of a specific organization

(INTEVIEWER CAN ENTER UP TO 40 CHARACTERS)

===> [goto d1cb]

>ogn2< (TAKE ONLY ONE RESPONSE; IF NECESSARY:
What is the specific name of the organization?[allow 40]

IF NECESSARY: We are looking for the name of a specific organization)

(INTERVIEWER CAN ENTER UP TO 40 CHARACTERS)

==> [goto d1cc]

>ogn3< (TAKE ONLY ONE RESPONSE; IF NECESSARY:
What is the specific name of the organization?[allow
40][loc 28/1]

IF NECESSARY: We are looking for the name of a specific organization)

(INTERVIEWER CAN ENTER UP TO 40 CHARACTERS)

===>

>ttd1< [if d1ca gt <1>][goto ttd2][else]
[if d1ca eq <1>][goto d3a][else]
[if dica eq <>][goto d10][endif][endif][endif]

>d3a< I'd like to ask you about each organization
you said is important to you. First, how frequently
do you participate in meetings and other activities
of [fill ogn1]? [loc 4/24]
Do you participate:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

VOLUNTEERED
<5> NA/does not have meetings or activities

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>d4aa< Many groups try to inform their members about the
presidential election. Did you receive any
information through the mail, over the phone, at a
meeting, or [bold]in any other way[n] from
[fill ogn1]?

<1> yes
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>d5aa< Did [fill ogn1] support a candidate in the presidential election?

<1> yes [goto d5ab]
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF
===>[goto ttd2]

>d5ab< IF NECESSARY: Which candidate was that?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> other candidate
<5> Bush and Clinton
<6> Bush and Perot
<7> Clinton and Perot
<8> DK
<9> RF
===>

>ttd2< [if d1cb gt <1>][goto ttd3][else]
[if d1cb eq <1>][goto d3b][else]
[if d1cb eq <>][goto d10][endif][endif][endif]

>d3b< How frequently do you participate in meetings and other activities of [fill ogn2]?
Do you participate:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

VOLUNTEERED
<5> NA/does not have meetings or activities
<8> DK
<9> RF
===>

>d4ba< Did you receive any information about the presidential election through the mail, over the phone, at a meeting, or [bclrd]in any other way[n] from [fill ogn2]?

<1> yes
<5> no
Did [fill ogn2] support a candidate in the presidential election?

- yes [goto d5bb]
- no
- DK
- RF

IF NECESSARY: Which candidate was that?

- Bush
- Clinton
- Perot
- other candidate

- Bush and Clinton
- Bush and Perot
- Clinton and Perot

How often do you participate in meetings and other activities of [fill ogn3]?

- often
- sometimes
- rarely, or
- never

VOLUNTEERED
- NA/does not have meetings or activities

Did you receive any information about the presidential election through the mail, over the phone, at a meeting, or [bold]in any other way[n] from [fill ogn3]?

- yes
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

==> d5ca

Did [fill ogn3] support a candidate in the presidential election?

<1> yes [goto d5cb]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

==> [goto d10]

@d5cb< IF NECESSARY: Which candidate was that?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> other candidate

<5> Bush and Clinton
<6> Bush and Perot
<7> Clinton and Perot

<8> DK
<9> RF

==> d10

Now I'd like to ask about any contact you have had with the political parties or candidates during the recent election campaign. Were you contacted either by phone or in person by a political party or candidate representative?

<1> yes [goto d10b]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

==> [goto d11a]

@d10b< Were you contacted on behalf of a candidate running for president?

<1> yes [goto d10c]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

==> [goto d10d]
For which candidates?

1. Bush/Republican
2. Clinton/Democrat
3. Perot/Independent
4. Bush & Clinton/Republican & Democrat
5. Bush & Perot/Republican & Independent
6. Perot & Clinton/Independent & Democrat
7. all three/Republican-Democrat-Independent
0. other
8. DK
9. RF

Were you contacted either by phone or in person on behalf of a candidate running for any other office?

1. yes [goto d10e]
5. no
8. DK
9. RF

For what parties?

1. Republicans
2. Democrats
3. Independent
4. Republicans and Democrats
5. Republicans and Independent
6. Democrats and Independent
7. Republicans, Democrats and Independent
0. other
8. DK
9. RF

Did you receive any materials, such as letters, flyers or brochures, from any party or candidate?

1. yes [goto d11c]
5. no
8. DK
9. RF
>d11c< Did you receive any materials on behalf of a candidate for president?

<1> yes  [goto d11d]
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

=== [goto d11e]

>d11d< For which candidates?

<1> Bush/Republican
<2> Clinton/Democrat
<3> Perot/Independent
<4> Bush & Clinton/Republican & Democrat
<5> Bush & Perot/Republican & Independent
<6> Perot & Clinton/Independent & Democrat
<7> all three/Republican-Democrat-Independent
<0> other

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

>d11e< Did you receive any materials on behalf of a candidate for any other office?

<1> yes  [goto d11f]
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

=== [goto d12a]

>d11f< For what parties?

<1> Republicans
<2> Democrats
<3> Independent
<4> Republicans and Democrats
<5> Republicans and Independent
<6> Democrats and Independent
<7> Republicans, Democrats and Independent
<0> other

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>
Did you receive a party ballot from any of the parties listing their candidates for office?

<1> yes [goto d12b]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto d13a]

For what parties?

<1> Republicans
<2> Democrats
<3> Independent
<4> Republicans and Democrats
<5> Republicans and Independent
<6> Democrats and Independent
<7> Republicans, Democrats and Independent
<0> other

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party or a candidate win an election. During the recent campaign, did you talk to any people to try to convince them why they should vote for or against a particular candidate?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

Did you work for any political party or candidate in the recent election campaign?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

Did you attend any meetings or election rallies for any candidate or political party?
>d16a< Did you put up a political yard sign or bumper sticker or wear a campaign button for any candidate or political party?

<1> yes
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

>d17a< Did you give any money to a political party or candidate?

<1> yes
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

************** Z. DEMOGRAPHICS, ETC. - PART I **************

>z2< Now I'd like to ask you some questions to help us group answers for our analysis.

What is your marital status? Are you currently:

<1> married
<2> widowed
<3> divorced
<4> separated
<5> never married, or
<6> living with a partner

VOLUNTEERED
<7> other-specify [specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

>z3< Do you have any children who currently live at home with you?

<1> yes
<5> no
Are you currently working for pay, unemployed, retired, keeping house, a student or are you doing something else?

employed [goto z10]
unemployed
retired
keeping house
student
other, specify [specify]

What is your main occupation. [allow 1]

[specify]

Do you currently consider yourself Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish or something else?

Protestant [goto z4b]
Roman Catholic
Jewish
something else (specify)[specify]

(VOLUNTEERED)
none/agnostic/atheist[goto ela]

None/agnostic/atheist [goto ela]

DK[goto ela]
RF[goto ela]

Could you tell me what specific denomination or church that is? [allow 1]

[specify]

[if z4a is <1>][store <church> in chrh][else]
[if z4a is <2>][store <church> in chrh][else]
[if z4a is <3>][store <temple> in chrh][else]
[if z4a is <4>][store <religious services> in chrh]
[endif][endif][endif][endif]

Do you go to [fill chrh]:

>z5b< Besides attending services at [fill chrh], do you participate in any other activities there on a [bold]regular basis[n]?[loc 5/8]

> dia5< What is the name of this [fill chrh]?[allow 30][loc 29/1] (INTERVIEWER WRITE ACTUAL NAME OF CHURCH--IF R DOES NOT KNOW NAME GET WHAT YOU CAN)

(INTERVIEWER CAN ENTER UP TO 30 CHARACTERS)

> dia6< Did this [fill chrh] support a candidate in the presidential election? [loc 5/9]

> dia7< Which candidate was that?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> Other candidate

<8> DK
<9> RF

===> [goto tz6]
>tz6< [if z4a is <1>][goto z6][else]
[if z4a is <2>][goto z6][else]
[goto e1a][endif][endif]

>z6< Some Christians consider themselves to be "born again"
because they have had a personal conversion experience.
Do you consider yourself to be "born again"?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

===>

************************************************************************
E. ISSUES AND IDEOLOGY
************************************************************************

************************************************************************
ISSUE 1: MEDICAL INSURANCE
************************************************************************

>ela< On a different topic, an important issue these days is the availability of health insurance to cover medical costs. Some people feel that the federal government should see to it that every American is covered by health insurance. Others feel that health insurance coverage should be a matter of individual and employer choice.

Do you think that the federal government should see to it that everyone has health insurance, should health insurance be left to individual and employer choice, or is neither position acceptable to you?

<1> government should see to it
<3> should be left to individual and employer choice
<5> neither position acceptable[goto e1bc]

<8> DK [goto e1bc]
<9> RF

===>[goto elca]

>e1bc< If you had to take a position, would you lean more toward the federal government seeing to it or toward leaving it to individual and employer choice?

<1> government should see to it
<3> should be left to individual and employer choice

(VOLUNTEERED)

<5> neither alternate acceptable
<8> DK
Do you think [bold]Bush[n] prefers that the federal government see to it that everyone has health insurance, that health insurance be left to individual and employer choice, or does he not seem to prefer one over the other?

federal government see to it
be left to individual and employer choice
does not prefer one over the other

DK
RF

What do you think [bold]Clinton[n] prefers?

(Do you think Clinton prefers: that the federal government see to it that everyone has health insurance, that health insurance be left to individual and employer choice, or does he not seem to prefer one over the other?)

federal government see to it
be left to individual and employer choice
does not prefer one over the other

DK
RF

What do you think [bold]Perot[n] prefers?

(Do you think Perot prefers: that the federal government see to it that everyone has health insurance, that health insurance be left to individual and employer choice, or does he not seem to prefer one over the other?)

federal government see to it
be left to individual and employer choice
does not prefer one over the other

DK
RF

[if z2 eq <1>][goto TPRT][else]
[if z2 eq <6>][goto TPRT][else][goto e2a][endif][endif]
What do you think your [fill PART][n] prefers?

(Do you think your [fill PART][n] prefers: that the federal government see to it that everyone has health insurance, that health insurance be left to individual and employer choice, or does [fill GNDP] not seem to prefer one over the other?)

1 federal government see to it
3 be left to individual and employer choice
5 does not prefer one over the other

8 DK
9 RF

 ISSUE 2: ABORTION

Many people have been concerned about abortion in recent years. Some people think that women should be able to choose for themselves whether to have an abortion. Others think that government should restrict abortions.

Generally speaking, do you think women should be able to choose for themselves, should the government restrict abortions, or is neither position acceptable to you?

1 women should be able to choose
3 government should restrict abortions
5 neither position acceptable [goto e2bc]

8 DK [goto e2bc]
9 RF

If you [bold]had to take a position[n], would you lean more toward women being able to choose for themselves or toward government restricting abortions?
women being able to choose
government restricting abortions

(VOLUNTEERED)
neither
<8> DK
<9> RF

>2 ca< Do you think that [bold]Bush[n] prefers: that women be able to choose for themselves, that government restrict abortions, or does he not seem to prefer one over the other?
<1> women be able to choose
<3> government restrict abortions
<5> does not prefer one over the other
<8> DK
<9> RF

>2 cb< What do you think that [bold]Clinton[n] prefers?
<1> that women be able to choose
<3> that government restrict abortions, or
<5> does he not seem to prefer one over the other
<8> DK
<9> RF

>2 cc< What do you think that [bold]Perot[n] prefers?
<1> that women be able to choose
<3> that government restrict abortions, or
<5> does he not seem to prefer one over the other
<8> DK
<9> RF

>3< [if z2 eq <1>][goto e2 cd][else]
[if z2 eq <6>][goto e2 cd][else][goto e3 a][endif][endif]

>2 cd< What do you think that [bold]your [fill PART][n] prefers?
<1> that women be able to choose
<3> that government restrict abortions, or
<5> does your [fill PART] not seem to prefer one over the other
<8> DK
ISSUE 3: MINORITY AID

There has been debate in recent years about how to improve the social and economic position of black people and other minorities. Some people feel that the federal government should make special efforts to improve the position of minorities. Other people feel that minorities should have to get ahead on their own without any government help.

Do you think there should be special government efforts to help minorities, should minorities have to get ahead on their own, or is neither position acceptable to you?

special government efforts for minorities
minorities should get ahead on their own
neither position acceptable

If you had to take a position, would you lean more toward special government efforts to help minorities or toward minorities having to get ahead on their own?

special government efforts for minorities
minorities get ahead on their own
(neither)

Do you think that [bold]Bush[n] prefers: to make special government efforts to help minorities, to have minorities get ahead on their own, or does he not seem to prefer one over the other?

to make special government efforts for minorities
to have minorities get ahead on their own
does not prefer one over the other
>e3cb< What do you think [bold]Clinton[n] prefers? (:

<1> to make special government efforts to help minorities
<3> to have minorities get ahead on their own, or
<5> does he not seem to prefer one over the other

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>e3cc< What do you think [bold]Perot[n] prefers? (:

<1> to make special government efforts to help minorities
<3> to have minorities get ahead on their own, or
<5> does he not seem to prefer one over the other

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>ms4< [if z2 eq <1>][goto e3cd][else]
    [if z2 eq <6>][goto e3cd][else][goto e4a][endif][endif]

>e3cd< What do you think [bold]your [fill PART][n] prefers? (:

<1> to make special government efforts to help minorities
<3> to have minorities get ahead on their own, or
<5> does your [fill PART] not seem to prefer one over the other

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

**************************************************************************
ISSUE 4: ENVIRONMENT VS. ECONOMIC GROWTH
**************************************************************************

>e4a< There is a lot of talk these days about promoting
jobs and economic development on the one hand and
protecting the environment on the other hand. Most
people want both. But if you had to choose, which
do you think is more important [bold]right now[n]:
promoting jobs and economic development, protecting
the environment, or is neither position acceptable
to you?

<1> promoting jobs and economic development
<3> protecting the environment
<5> neither position acceptable[goto e4bc]

<8> DK [goto e4bc]
<9> RF


If you had to choose right now, would you lean more toward promoting jobs and economic development or toward protecting the environment?

1. promoting jobs and economic development
2. protecting the environment
(VOLUNTEERED)
3. neither

8. DK
9. RF

Which do you think [bold]Bush[n] feels is more important right now: promoting jobs and economic development, protecting the environment, or does he not seem to prefer one over the other?

1. promoting jobs and economic development
2. protecting the environment
3. does not prefer one over the other

8. DK
9. RF

Which do you think [bold]Clinton[n] feels is more important right now? (:

1. promoting jobs and economic development
2. protecting the environment, or
3. does he not seem to prefer one over the other

8. DK
9. RF

Which do you think [bold]Perot[n] feels is more important right now? (:

1. promoting jobs and economic development
2. protecting the environment, or
3. does he not seem to prefer one over the other

8. DK
9. RF

[tms5] [if z2 eq <1>][goto e4cd][else]
[if z2 eq <6>][goto e4cd][else][goto g1][endif][endif]
Which do you think your [fill PART][n] feels is more important right now? 

1. promoting jobs and economic development
2. protecting the environment, or
3. does your [fill PART] not seem to prefer one over the other
4. DK
5. RF

G. RETROSPECTIVE EVALUATIONS

Overall, how much do you approve or disapprove of the way Bush has handled his job as president? Do you:

1. strongly approve
2. somewhat approve
3. neither approve nor disapprove
4. somewhat disapprove, or
5. strongly disapprove
6. DK
7. RF

Over the [bold]past[n] two years, would you say the national economy has:

1. become better
2. stayed about the same, or
3. become worse
4. DK
5. RF

And, over the next two years, do you expect the national economy to:

1. get better
2. stay about the same, or
3. get worse
4. DK
5. RF

Now, I have some background questions so we can classify your answers.
What is the highest grade of school or level of education you have completed?

<0> no school or kindergarten [goto de12]
<1-11> grades 1 to 11 [goto de12]
<12> high school
<13-15> some college [goto de13]
<16> college degree
<17> some post-graduate school
<18> master's degree
<19> any doctorate or medical degree
<20> vocational or technical school beyond high school

<98> DK
<99> RF
====> [goto tspe]

de12< Do you have a GED or other high school equivalency?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto tspe]

de13< Do you have a bachelors, associates, nursing or any other kind of college degree?

<1> bachelors
<2> associates
<3> nursing
<4> some other kind (specify)[specify]

<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

tspe< [if z2 eq <1>][goto z9][else]
    [if z2 eq <6>][goto z9][else][goto tnf1][endif][endif]

z9< What is the highest grade of school or level of education your [fill PART] has completed?

<0> no school or kindergarten [goto de15]
<1-11> grades 1 to 11 [goto de15]
<12> high school
<13-15> some college [goto de16]
<16> college degree
<17> some post-graduate school
<18> master's degree
<19> any doctorate or medical degree
<20> vocational or technical school beyond high school

<98> DK
<99> RF
====> [goto tnf1]

>de15< Does your [fill PART] have a GED or other high school equivalency?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto tnf1]

>de16< Does your [fill PART] have a bachelors, associates, nursing or any other kind of college degree?

<1> bachelors
<2> associates
<3> nursing
<4> some other kind (specify)[specify]

<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>tnf1< [store <you> in you]
[store <> in hshd]
[store <or any other member of your household> in hshd]

>z12a< During the last year, were [fill you] [fill hshd] out of work or laid off at any time?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>tz12< [if empl eq <3> goto z13]

>z12c< How concerned are you that [fill you] [fill hshd] might be laid off or out of work in the next year? Would you say:
<1> very concerned
<3> somewhat concerned, or
<5> not too concerned

<8> DK
<9> RF

>z13< In what year were you born?

<1897-1974> year

<9998> DK
<9999> RF

>z14< And are you white, black, American Indian, Asian or some other race?

<1> white [goto z14a]
<2> black [goto z14a]
<3> American Indian
<4> Asian
<5> other (specify)[specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

====> [goto z18]

>z14a< Are you of Hispanic origin?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>z18< There's been some talk these days about different social classes. Many people say they belong either to the middle class or the working class. If you [bold]had to choose[n], would you call yourself middle class or working class?

<1> middle class
<3> working class

VOLUNTEERED
<5> neither
<7> other (specify) [specify]

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>
Now let's shift our attention to another area. From time to time, most people discuss important matters with other people. Looking back over the last six months, I'd like to know the people you talked with about matters that are important to you. Can you think of anyone?

<1> yes [goto nam1]
<5> no

=== [goto h2a]

(IF NECESSARY: What is this person's first name?) (All I need is a first name or initials. [allow 10][loc 30/1]
(IF RESPONDENT REFUSES, CHANGE ANSWER TO PREVIOUS QUESTION.)

(INTerviewer can enter up to 10 characters)

===

===

Is there anyone else you talk with about matters [loc 6/8] that are important to you?

<1> yes [goto nam2]
<5> no

=== [goto h2]

(IF NECESSARY: What is this person's first name?)
[allow 10][loc 30/12]
(INTerviewer can enter up to 10 characters)

===

Anyone else (you can think of)? [loc 6/9]

<1> yes [goto nam3]
<5> no

=== [goto h2]

(IF NECESSARY: What is this person's first name?)
[allow 10][loc 30/24]
(INTerviewer can enter up to 10 characters)

===

Anyone else (you can think of)?[loc 6/10]
<1> yes [goto nam4]
<5> no

====> [goto h2]

>nam4< (IF NECESSARY: What is this person's first name?)
[allow 10][loc 30/38]
(INTerviewer can enter up to 10 characters)
---------
====> [goto h2]

>h2a< Who is the person you talked with most [loc 6/11]
about the events of the recent presidential
election campaign?

<1> gives name [goto nam5]
<5> no one/no name given

====> [goto tth1]

>h2< (bold)Aside from[n] anyone you have already mentioned,
who is the person you talked with most about the events
of the recent presidential election campaign?[equiv h2a]

<1> gives name [goto nam5]
<5> no one/no name given

====> [goto tth1]

>nam5< (IF NECESSARY: What is this person's first name?)
[allow 10][loc 30/50]
(INTerviewer can enter up to 10 characters)
---------

====>

>tth1< [if h1a is <1>][goto h3aa][else]
[goto tth2][endif]

>h3aa< How is [fill nam1] connected to you?[loc 6/13]
Is [fill nam1] a:

(CODE R'S RESPONSE INTO ONE OF # CATEGORIES;
IF RESPONSE can be coded in more than 1 category,
the coding priority is 1, then 2, then 3)

(IF UNSURE WHICH CODE TO USE, CONFIRM THE CATEGORY
YOU ARE CODING WITH THE R)

<1> spouse or partner [goto h3dz]
<2> other relative (specify), or [specify]
unrelated by blood or marriage [goto tmt1]

DK
RF
====> [goto ed1]

if emp1 is <1>
[goto h3a1][else]
[goto trt1][endif]

Is [fill nam1] a [bold]co-worker[n]?

yes
no

DK
RF
====>

if z4a ge <5>
[goto h3a4][else]
if z5a is <5>
[goto h3a4][else]
[goto h3a2][endif][endif]

Is [fill nam1] a [bold]member of the same [fill chrh][n] as you?

yes
no

DK
RF
====>

Is [fill nam1] a [bold]neighbor[n]?

yes
no

DK
RF
====>

Is [fill nam1] a [bold]friend of yours[n]?

yes [goto tf1]

no

DK
RF
====> [goto ed1]

Would you say [fill nam1] is a close friend?

yes
no
What is the highest level of education [fill nam1] has completed? Is it:

<1> less than high school
<3> a high school diploma, or
<5> a college degree

<8> DK
<9> RF

When you talk with [fill nam1], do you discuss political matters:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never[goto h3jz]

<8> DK
<9> RF

When you discuss politics with [fill nam1], do you disagree:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

<8> DK
<9> RF

[reverse] INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE GENDER OF [fill nam1][n].
INTERVIEWER: IF UNSURE ABOUT GENDER OF [fill nam1], ASK:
Is [fill nam1] male or female?

<1> male
<5> female

<8> DK
<9> RF
Generally speaking, how much do you think [fill nam1] knows about politics? Would you say:

<1> a great deal
<3> an average amount, or
<5> not much at all

<8> DK
<9> RF

Which candidate do you think [fill nam1] supported in the presidential election this year?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> other (specify)[specify]
<5> Bush and Clinton
<6> Bush and Perot
<7> Clinton and Perot
<0> none

<8> DK
<9> RF

(How is [fill nam2] connected to you?)
(Is [fill nam2] a:

(CODE R'S RESPONSE INTO ONE OF # CATEGORIES; IF RESPONSE CAN BE CODED IN MORE THAN 1 CATEGORY, THE CODING PRIORITY IS 1, THEN 2, THEN 3)

(IF UNSURE WHICH CODE TO USE, CONFIRM THE CATEGORY YOU ARE CODING WITH THE R)

<1> spouse or partner [goto h3da]
<2> other relative (specify), or [specify]
<3> unrelated by blood or marriage [goto tmt2]

<8> DK
<9> RF

[goto ed2]
>tmt2< [if empl is <1>][goto h3b1][else]
   [goto trt2][endif]

>h3b1< Is [fill nam2] a [bold]co-worker[n]?
   <1> yes
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===>

>trt2< [if z4a ge <5>][goto h3b4][else]
   [if z5a is <5>][goto h3b4][else]
   [goto h3b2][endif][endif]

>h3b2< Is [fill nam2] a [bold]member of the same [fill chrh][n]?
   <1> yes
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===>

>h3b4< Is [fill nam2] a [bold]neighbor[n]?
   <1> yes
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===>

>h3b5< Is [fill nam2] a [bold]friend[n]?
   <1> yes  [goto tf2]
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===>[goto h3da]

>tf2< Would you say [fill nam2] is a close friend?
   <1> yes
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===>

>ed2< What is the highest level of education [fill nam2]
has completed? Is it:

<1> less than high school
<3> a high school diploma, or
<5> a college degree

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>h3da< When you talk with [fill nam2], do you discuss political matters:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never[goto h3ja]

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>h3fa< When you discuss politics with [fill nam2], do you disagree:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>h3ja< [reverse]INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE GENDER OF [fill nam2][n].

INTERVIEWER: IF UNSURE ABOUT GENDER OF [fill nam2], ASK:

Is [fill nam2] male or female?

<1> male
<5> female

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>tgn2< [if h3ja eq <1>][store <he> in GND3]
[store <him> in GND4][else]
[if h3ja eq <5>][store <she> in GND3]
[store <her> in GND4][else]
[store nam2 in GND3][endif][endif]
Generally speaking, how much do you think [fill nam2] knows about politics? Would you say:

<1> a great deal
<3> an average amount, or
<5> not much at all
<8> DK
<9> RF

Which candidate do you think [fill nam2] supported in the presidential election this year?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> other (specify) [specify]
<5> Bush and Clinton
<6> Bush and Perot
<7> Clinton and Perot
<0> none
<8> DK
<9> RF

How is [fill nam3] connected to you?
(Is [fill nam3] a:)

(CODE R'S RESPONSE INTO ONE OF # CATEGORIES; IF RESPONSE CAN BE CODED IN MORE THAN 1 CATEGORY, THE CODING PRIORITY IS 1, THEN 2, THEN 3)

(IF UNSURE WHICH CODE TO USE, CONFIRM THE CATEGORY YOU ARE CODING WITH THE R)

<1> spouse or partner [goto h3db]
<2> other relative (specify), or [specify]
<3> unrelated by blood or marriage [goto tmt3]
<8> DK
<9> RF

Is [fill nam3] a [bold]co-worker[n]?
<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>trt3< [if z4a ge <5>][goto h3c4][else]
[if z5a is <5>][goto h3c4][else]
[goto h3c2][endif][endif]

>h3c2< Is [fill nam3] a [bold]member of the same [fill chrh][n]?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>h3c4< Is [fill nam3] a [bold]neighbor[n]?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>h3c5< Is [fill nam3] a [bold]friend[n]?

<1> yes  [goto tf3]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>tf3< Would you say [fill nam3] is a close friend?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>ed3< What is the highest level of education [fill nam3] has completed? Is it:

<1> less than high school
<3> a high school diploma, or
<5> a college degree
>h3db< When you talk with [fill nam3], do you discuss political matters:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never[goto h3jb]

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>h3fb< When you discuss politics with [fill nam3], do you disagree:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>h3jb< [reverse]INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE GENDER OF [bold][fill nam3][n].

INTERVIEWER: IF UNSURE ABOUT GENDER OF [fill nam3], ASK:

Is [fill nam3] male or female?

<1> male
<5> female

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>tg3< [if h3jb eq <1>][store <he> in GND5]
[store <him> in GND6][else]
[if h3jb eq <5>][store <she> in GND5]
[store <her> in GND6][else]
[store nam3 in GND5][endif][endif]

>h3mb< Generally speaking, how much do you think [fill nam3] knows about politics? Would you say:

<1> a great deal
<3> an average amount, or
not much at all
DK
RF

> Which candidate do you think [fill nam3] supported in the presidential election this year?

Bush
Clinton
Perot
other (specify)[specify]
Bush and Clinton
Bush and Perot
Clinton and Perot
None

DK
RF

[if h1d is <1>][goto h3ad][else][goto tth5][endif]

How is [fill nam4] connected to you?
(Is [fill nam4] a:)

(CODE R'S RESPONSE INTO ONE OF # CATEGORIES;
IF RESPONSE CAN BE CODED IN MORE THAN 1 CATEGORY,
THE CODING PRIORITY IS 1, THEN 2, THEN 3)

(IF UNSURE WHICH CODE TO USE, CONFIRM THE CATEGORY
YOU ARE CODING WITH THE R)

spouse or partner [goto h3dy]
other relative (specify), or [specify]
unrelated by blood or marriage [goto tmt4]

DK
RF

[goto ed4]

[if emp1 is <1>][goto h3d1][else][goto trt4][endif]

Is [fill nam4] a [bold]co-worker[n]?

yes
no

DK
RF
>trt4< [if z4a ge 5][goto h3d4][else]
   [if z5a is 5][goto h3d4][else]
   [goto h3d2][endif][endif]

>h3d2< Is [fill nam4] a [bold]member of the same [fill chrh][n]?

   <1> yes
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===> 

>h3d4< Is [fill nam4] a [bold]neighbor[n]?

   <1> yes
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===> 

>h3d5< Is [fill nam4] a [bold]friend[n]?

   <1> yes  [goto tf4]
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===> [goto ed4]

>tf4< Would you say [fill nam4] is a close friend?

   <1> yes
   <5> no
   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===> 

>ed4< What is the highest level of education [fill nam4] has completed? Is it:

   <1> less than high school
   <3> a high school diploma, or
   <5> a college degree

   <8> DK
   <9> RF
   ===> 

>h3dy< When you talk with [fill nam4], do you discuss political matters:
<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never[goto h3jy]

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>h3fy< When you discuss politics with [fill nam4],
do you disagree:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>h3jy< [reverse]INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE GENDER OF
[bold][fill nam4][n].

INTERVIEWER: IF UNSURE ABOUT GENDER OF [fill nam4],
ASK:

Is [fill nam4] male or female?

<1> male
<5> female

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>tgn4< [if h3jy eq <1>][store <he> in GND7][store <him> in GND8][else]
[if h3jy eq <5>][store <she> in GND7][store <her> in GND8][else]
[store nam4 in GND7][endif][endif]

>h3my< Generally speaking, how much do you think [fill nam4]
knows about politics? Would you say:

<1> a great deal
<3> an average amount
<5> not much at all

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>
Which candidate do you think [fill nam4] supported in the presidential election this year?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> other (specify)[specify]
<5> Bush and Clinton
<6> Bush and Perot
<7> Clinton and Perot
<0> none

<8> DK
<9> RF

[if h2 is <1>][goto h3ae][else]
[if h2a is <1>][goto h3ae][else]
[goto ST56][endif][endif]

(How is [fill nam5] connected to you?)
(Is [fill nam5] a:)

(CODE R'S RESPONSE INTO ONE OF # CATEGORIES;
IF RESPONSE CAN BE CODED IN MORE THAN 1 CATEGORY,
THE CODING PRIORITY IS 1, THEN 2, THEN 3)

(IF UNSURE WHICH CODE TO USE, CONFIRM THE CATEGORY
YOU ARE CODING WITH THE R)

<1> spouse or partner [goto h3de]
<2> other relative (specify), or [specify]
<3> unrelated by blood or marriage [goto tmt5]

<8> DK
<9> RF

[goto ed5]

[if emp1 is <1>][goto h3e1][else]
[goto trt5][endif]


<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

[goto h3e2][endif][endif]

[if z4a ge <5>][goto h3e4][else]
[if z5a is <5>][goto h3e4][else]
[goto h3e2][endif][endif]
>h3e2< Is [fill nam5] a [bold]member of the same [fill chrh]?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>h3e4< Is [fill nam5] a [bold]neighbor[n]?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>h3e5< Is [fill nam5] a [bold]friend[n]?

<1> yes [goto tf5]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

====> [goto ed5]

>tf5< Would you say [fill nam5] is a close friend?

<1> yes
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>ed5< What is the highest level of education [fill nam5] has completed? Is it:

<1> less than high school
<3> a high school diploma, or
<5> a college degree

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>h3de< When you talk with [fill nam5], do you discuss political matters:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never[goto h3jc]
>h3fc< When you discuss politics with [fill nam5], do you disagree:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>h3jc< [reverse]INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE GENDER OF [fill nam5][n].

INTERVIEWER: IF UNSURE ABOUT GENDER OF [fill nam5], ASK:

Is [fill nam5] male or female?

<1> male
<5> female

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>tgn5< [if h3jc eq <1>][store <he> in GND9]
[store <him> in GND0][else]
[if h3jc eq <5>][store <she> in GND9]
[store <her> in GND0][else]
[store nam5 in GND9][endif][endif]

>h3mc< Generally speaking, how much do you think [fill nam5] knows about politics? Would you say:

<1> a great deal
<3> an average amount, or
<5> not much at all

<8> DK
<9> RF

====>

>h3ee< Whom do you think [fill nam5] supported in the presidential election this year?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
Perot
other (specify) [specify]
Bush and Clinton
Bush and Perot
Clinton and Perot
none

DK
RF

ST56 <
[if h3aa'is <1>][goto TSH5][endif]
[if h3ab'is <1>][goto TSH5][endif]
[if h3ac'is <1>][goto TSH5][endif]
[if h3ad'is <1>][goto TSH5][endif]
[if h3ae'is <1>][goto TSH5][endif]

ST57 <
[if z2 eq <1>][goto h4a][endif]
[if z2 eq <6>][goto h4a][endif]
[goto TSH5]

h4a <
Now I would like to ask you some questions about your [fill PART].
When you talk with your [fill PART], how often do you discuss political matters? Would you say:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never [goto h4f]

DK
RF

h4c <
When you discuss politics with your [fill PART], do you disagree:

<1> often
<2> sometimes
<3> rarely, or
<4> never

DK
RF

h4f <
Generally speaking, how much do you think your [fill PART] knows about politics? Would you say:

<1> a great deal
<3> an average amount, or
<5> not much at all

<8> DK
<9> RF

>h4b<  Whom do you think your [fill PART] supported in the presidential election this year?

<1> Bush
<2> Clinton
<3> Perot
<4> Other [specify]
<5> Bush and Clinton
<6> Bush and Perot
<7> Clinton and Perot

<8> DK
<9> RF

>TSH5<  [if h1a eq <5>][if h1b eq <5>][if h1c eq <5>]
[if h1d eq <5>][if h2 eq <5>][goto z20][else]
[goto h5][endif][endif][endif]
[endif][endif]

>h5<  At some point in our study, we might want to ask

    [fill nam1]
    [fill nam2] (and)
    [fill nam3] (and)
    [fill nam4] (and)
    [fill nam5]

a [bold]few[n] questions about their views regarding the recent election.

Type <1> to continue.

===>

>TCN1<  [if h1a eq <1>][goto cnt1][else]
[if h1a eq <5>][if h2 eq <1>][goto TCN5][else]
[if h1a eq <5>][goto z20][endif][endif][endif][endif]

>cnt1<  May I please have [fill nam1]'s phone number and last name, so that we could talk with [fill GND2]?

 (INTERVIEWER: PUT PHONE NUMBER AND LAST NAME ON SEPARATE LINES.
EXAMPLE: 292-1061
  last name)

(READ BACK AREA CODES AND PHONE NUMBERS TO CONFIRM)

<1> yes (record information)[specify]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>TCN2< [if h1b eq <1>][goto cnt2][else]
    [if h1b eq <5>][if h2 eq <1>][goto TCN5][else]
    [if h1b eq <5>][goto z20][endif][endif][endif][endif]

>cnt2< May I please have [fill nam2]'s phone number and last
  name so that we can talk with [fill GND4]?

  (INTERVIEWER: PUT PHONE NUMBER AND LAST NAME
   ON SEPARATE LINES.

EXAMPLE: 292-1061
  last name)

(READ BACK AREA CODES AND PHONE NUMBERS TO CONFIRM)

<1> yes (record information)[specify]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>TCN3< [if h1c eq <1>][goto cnt3][else]
    [if h1c eq <5>][if h2 eq <1>][goto TCN5][else]
    [if h1c eq <5>][goto z20][endif][endif][endif][endif]

>cnt3< May I please have [fill nam3]'s phone number and last
  name, so that we can talk with [fill GND6]?

  (INTERVIEWER: PUT PHONE NUMBER AND LAST NAME
   ON SEPARATE LINES.

EXAMPLE: 292-1061
  last name)

(READ BACK AREA CODES AND PHONE NUMBERS TO CONFIRM)

<1> yes (record information)[specify][goto TCN4]
<5> no
<8> DK
<9> RF

>TCN4< [if h1d eq <1>][goto cnt4][else]
    [if h1d eq <5>][if h2 eq <1>][goto TCN5][else]
    [if h1d eq <5>][goto z20][endif][endif][endif][endif]

>cnt4< May I please have [fill nam4]'s phone number and last name, so that we can talk with [fill GND8]?

(INTERVIEWER: PUT PHONE NUMBER AND LAST NAME ON SEPARATE LINES.
EXAMPLE: 1234567890
      LAST NAME)

(READ BACK AREA CODES AND PHONE NUMBERS TO CONFIRM)

<1> yes (record information)[specify]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>TCN5< [if h2 eq <1>][goto cnt5][else]
    [if h2a is <1>][goto cnt5][else]
    [goto z20][endif][endif]

>cnt5< May I please have [fill nam5]'s the phone number and last name so that we could talk with [fill GND0]?

(INTERVIEWER: PUT PHONE NUMBER AND LAST NAME ON SEPARATE LINES--ALSO IF THEY DON'T KNOW WRITE WHAT THEY DO KNOW)

EXAMPLE: 292-1061
       LASTNAME

(READ BACK AREA CODES AND PHONE NUMBERS TO CONFIRM)

<1> yes (record information)[specify]
<5> no

<8> DK
<9> RF

>z20< Considering all sources of income and all salaries, was your household's total income last year, before taxes and other deductions, less than $25,000 or
was it $25,000 or more?

<1> less than $25,000 [goto inc2]
<5> $25,000 or more [goto inc3]

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto z23]

>inc2< Is it less than $15,000?

<1> yes ($14,999 or less)
<5> no ($15,000 - $24,999)

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto z23]

>inc3< Is it more than $35,000?

<1> yes [goto inc4]
<5> no ($25,000 - $34,999)

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto z23]

>inc4< Is it more than $50,000?

<1> yes [goto inc6]
<5> no ($35,000 to 50,000).

<8> DK
<9> RF
====> [goto z23]

>inc6< Is it more than $75,000?

<1> yes
<5> no ($51,000 to 75,000)

<8> DK
<9> RF
====>

>z23< About how many years have you lived in the Franklin county area?

<0> less than 1 year
<1-95> years
<96> more than 95 years
<97> all my life
For how many years have you lived at your current address?

- less than 1 year
- 1-95 years
- more than 95 years
- all my life[goto z24]

Do you own your home or do you rent?

- own
- rent

(VOLUNTEERED)
- live with parents
- both (rent to own)
- other (specify)[specify]

We are trying to get a general idea of where people we talk to live. Would you mind telling me just your zip code (INTERVIEWER: READ BACK ZIP CODE TO CONFIRM)?

- 00000-99997> zip code

Professors Robert Huckfeldt, Russell Dalton, and Paul Allen Beck are the principal researchers on this project. Would you like the contact information for Professor Beck here at Ohio State University, in case you have any questions about this project?

- yes[goto spri]
- no

DK
The address for Dr. Paul Beck is:
Ohio State University
Department of Political Science
224 Neil Hall
1634 Neil Avenue
Columbus OH 43210

His office phone number is: (614) 292-2880.

Type <1> to continue

These are all the questions I have, thank you very much for your time. HANG UP PHONE

CONTINUE

(FOR INTERVIEWER ONLY)
R's general level of information about politics and public affairs seemed:

very high
fairly high
average
fairly low
very low

DK
RF

[store <> in try2]
[goto t2]

SUMMARY INFORMATION FOR THIS CASE:

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO WITH THIS CASE? [loc 9/8]

Finalize [goto fin1]
Continue attempts [goto end]
<3> Return to supervisor hold

====>

>fin1< SET FINAL CODE

<1> Noncase [goto ncmp]

====> [goto ncmp]

>try2< This case is a partial complete. Type <go> and you will be taken to the next question that should be asked which is [fill log].

====>

>try3< [return][gotolog]

>cb< When would be the best time for us to callback

INTERVIEWER WRITE DAY AND TIME ON CALLSHEET

<1> GO TO NEXT CASE

====>

>t2< [if eset eq <x> goto end]
[store <x> in eset]
[if sess eq <1>]
[settime etml]
[subtime btml from etml into tim1]
[store tim1 in ttim]
[if sess eq <1> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <2>]
[settime etm2]
[subtime btm2 from etm2 into tim2]
[addtime tim2 to ttim]
[if sess eq <2> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <3>]
[settime etm3]
[subtime btm3 from etm3 into tim3]
[addtime tim3 to ttim]
[if sess eq <3> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <4>]
[settime etm4]
[subtime btm4 from etm4 into tim4]
[addtime tim4 to ttim]
[if sess eq <4> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <5>]
    [settime etm5]
[subtime btm5 from etm5 into tim5]
[addtime tim5 to ttim]
[if sess eq <5> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <6>]
    [settime etm6]
[subtime btm6 from etm6 into tim6]
[addtime tim6 to ttim]
[if sess eq <6> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <7>]
    [settime etm7]
[subtime btm7 from etm7 into tim7]
[addtime tim7 to ttim]
[if sess eq <7> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <8>]
    [settime etm8]
[subtime btm8 from etm8 into tim8]
[addtime tim8 to ttim]
[if sess eq <8> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <9>]
    [settime etm9]
[subtime btm9 from etm9 into tim9]
[addtime tim9 to ttim]
[if sess eq <9> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <10>]
    [settime etma]
[subtime btma from etma into tima]
[addtime tima to ttim]
[if sess eq <10> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <11>]
    [settime etmb]
[subtime btmb from etmb into timb]
[addtime timb to ttim]
[if sess eq <11> goto end]
[else]
[if sess eq <12>]
    [settime etmc]
[subtime btmc from etmc into timc]
[addtime timc to ttim]
[if sess eq <12> goto end]
[goto end]
[endif][endif][endif][endif][endif][endif]
[endif][endif][endif][endif][endif]
[endif]
[endif]
[endif]
[endif][endif][endif][endif][endif]
>end< [if comp ne <1> goto end2]
[complete]
>cmp<  [noncase]
>ncmp<  [noncase]
>end2<  [store <> in T998]
       [store <> in T002]
       [store <> in try2]
       [store <> in bset]
       [store <> in eset]
       [store <> in cb]
       [store <> in ri3]
       [skip][complete]